Corn
Headers

L03 / LH3

FEATURES & ACCESSORIES

Features

Unrivaled.

Row Unit Gear
Boxes are made of
cast iron and feature
oil-immersed safety
clutches that ensure
excellent component
protection for
exceptional durability
and safety.

Simple Design.
Design. Solid
Solid Construction.
Construction.
Simple
High Performance.
Performance.
High

Every farmer knows the importance of good timing.
Costly breakdowns and the resulting delays, especially
during harvest, can hurt your bottom line. An easily adjustable

The Stalk Roll Spirals are designed
with efficient stalk gathering in
mind, even in down corn.

Gathering Chain Front
Sprocket ensures
because
they in all
optimal reliability
working conditions.

Fantini corn headers ease the pressure
are built to keep performing harvest after harvest.
A high-strength welded frame is designed to keep
weight as close to the combine as possible. Simple,
high efficiency, low-maintenance PTO-driven
gearboxes eliminate slippage and power loss as
they provide outstanding performance even in the
most trying conditions. The result of this rugged
construction is an incredibly low cost of ownership.
Single Piece Row Units are

clamped by
to a an
rigidextensive
frame for
Our superior engineering is backed
strength, reliability and easy
dealer network and the Fantini
North American
maintenance.
team, located in the heart of North
Dakota farm
Optional Removable Stalk
wide
country. Whether you need toChoppers
tap intofeature
our wealth
of
diameter steel discs with
knowledge or full stock of parts
and carbide
accessories,
tungsten
edged
knives.
Mounted
in a central
we’re always here to help.
rear position and connected
directly to the harvesting
Taking advantage of small windows
of it can be
drive gearbox,
added
to
existing
headers
opportunity is essential to farming
and doesn’t require a new
success. With a Fantini on your
side,
drive
system. And when not
needed, the choppers can
time will be, too.
simply be turned off.
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Drivelines on each side consist
of gear boxes and PTO shafts to
ensure complete reliability during
harvest and no downtime due to
damaged chains.

Eight sharp, heat-treated
Stalk Roll Knives per row pull
all sizes of stalks through the
row unit to ensure the ear is
removed cleanly.

Uncompromising.
Our combine headers possess qualities that
can be seen on and off the field.
Technologically sophisticated, yet elegantly simple, they
perform and excel where others cannot. Sturdy construction and
common-sense features have been developed based on farmer
input and honed through years of experience.
With minimal breakdowns, minimal downtime and minimal
overall maintenance, Fantini headers serve
Additional Features
Accessories
up and
higher
efficiency, greater productivity and lower
cost of ownership.
n In-Cab Hydraulic or electric deck plate adjustment
with easy-to-read clearance indicator.

n Conical Side Augers with a simple belt-drive
design offers exceptional performance in down corn.

n Adjustable Combine Adapter that gives three
different harvesting angles to suit all conditions.

n Maintenance-Free Poly Row Unit Covers
with extra-low profile for smoother crop flow,
particularly in down corn. Available in 20-inch to
40-inch row spacing.
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L03 RIGID CORN HEADER / LH3 FOLDING CORN HEADER

L03 Rigid Sunflow
Rigid Corn Header

Efficient, reliable and robust,
the Fantini L03 can easily fit
any variety of combine. Designed
with a farmer’s livelihood in mind,
it’s packed with features that
maximize harvest by minimizing
the shatter loss that is so common
with competitor headers. The
L03 is equipped with harvesting
rollers boasting stalk roller spirals,
adjustable knives, conical side
augers, and more – all of which help
optimize crop flow and maximize
yield potential, while limiting the
likelihood for costly downtime.
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wer Harvesting
LH3 Head
Folding Corn Header

Offering the same premium
features and benefits of our
fixed models, the Fantini LH3
corn header is foldable for
convenience and functionality.
In the folded position, the LH3 is
highly maneuverable and makes
field-to-field transport much easier.
And because no extra vehicles
are needed to move the header, it
reduces labor requirements when
going from place to place. With
features that greatly reduce shatter
loss, the LH3 delivers outstanding
crop flow and is compatible with
any combine.
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FEATURES & ACCESSORIES

Features

Unrivaled.

Row Unit Gear
Boxes are made of
cast iron and feature
oil-immersed safety
clutches that ensure
excellent component
protection for
exceptional durability
and safety.

Simple Design. Solid Construction.
High Performance.

Every farmer knows the importance of good timing.
Costly breakdowns and the resulting delays, especially
during harvest, can hurt your bottom line.An easily adjustable

The Stalk Roll Spirals are designed
with efficient stalk gathering in
mind, even in down corn.

Gathering Chain Front
Sprocket ensures
optimal reliability
because
they in all
working conditions.

Fantini corn headers ease the pressure
are built to keep performing harvest after harvest.
A high-strength welded frame is designed to keep
weight as close to the combine as possible. Simple,
high efficiency, low-maintenance PTO-driven
gearboxes eliminate slippage and power loss as
they provide outstanding performance even in the
most trying conditions. The result of this rugged
construction is an incredibly low cost of ownership.
Single Piece Row Units are
clamped to a rigid frame for
Our superior engineering is backed
by an extensive
strength, reliability and easy
maintenance.
dealer network and the Fantini
North American

Drivelines on each side consist
of gear boxes and PTO shafts to
ensure complete reliability during
harvest and no downtime due to
damaged chains.

team, located in the heart of Minnesota
farmStalk
Optional Removable
feature
country. Whether you need toChoppers
tap into
our wide
wealth of
diameter steel discs with
knowledge or full stock of parts
and carbide
accessories,
tungsten
edged
we’re always here to help. knives. Mounted in a central
rear position and connected
directly to the harvesting
drive gearbox,
Taking advantage of small windows
of it can be
added to existing headers
opportunity is essential to farming
and doesn’t require a new
driveside,
system. And when not
success. With a Fantini on your
needed, the choppers can
time will be, too.
simply be turned off.
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Eight sharp, heat-treated
Stalk Roll Knives per row pull
all sizes of stalks through the
row unit to ensure the ear is
removed cleanly.

Uncompromising.
Uncompromising.
Our combine
combine headers
headers possess
possess qualities
qualities that
that
Our
can be
be seen
seen on
on and
and off
off the
the field.
field.
can
Technologically sophisticated, yet elegantly simple, they
Technologically sophisticated, yet elegantly simple, they
perform and excel where others cannot. Sturdy construction and
perform and excel where others cannot. Sturdy construction and
common-sense features have been developed based on farmer
common-sense features have been developed based on farmer
input and honed through years of experience.
input and honed through years of experience.
With minimal breakdowns, minimal downtime and minimal
With minimal breakdowns, minimal downtime and minimal
overall maintenance, Fantini headers serve
overall
maintenance,
Fantini headers serve
Additional Features
Accessories
up and
higher
efficiency, greater productivity and lower
up higher efficiency, greater productivity and lower
cost of ownership.
cost
of adjustment
ownership. n Conical Side Augers with a simple belt-drive
n In-Cab Hydraulic or electric deck
plate
with easy-to-read clearance indicator.
n Adjustable Combine Adapter that gives three
different harvesting angles to suit all conditions.

design offers exceptional performance in down corn.
n Maintenance-Free Poly Row Unit Covers
with extra-low profile for smoother crop flow,
particularly in down corn. Available in 20-inch to
40-inch row spacing.
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L03
Technical
Specifications
MODEL

Row Widths

Number of Rows

20 and 22 in.

8, 12, 16, 18

30 in.

4, 6, 8,12,16

36, 38, and 40 in.

6, 8,12

MODEL

Row Widths

Number of Rows

Folding
LH3

30 to 40 in.

8, 12

Rigid
L03

LH3

15526 90th St. NE
Drayton, ND 58225
Phone: 701-454-3875
Email: help@hamiltonsystemsinc.com
See more Fantini unrivaled solutions:
fantini-na.com

